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a                                                                                     adventurous                         almost-black                  ant   
aaaahh  
able                           
aboard  
about                                                                africa                                           aloud      anymore   
above                       
abruptly     
absolutely  
accept    
accident   
accidents  
accompany         
according          
account  
accurate     
accurately    
achieved  
acid  
across  
act    
acted     
acting    
actually        
adapt  
added   
adjust   
administration 
adopt  
adult      
adulthood  
adults    
advantage  
adventure      
adventures  

advice    
affect   
afraid          

after                                                                aloud                              anyone     
afternoon  
again                                                               also                            
against                        alter  
age      
agent    
agents   
ago           
agree       
agreed              
agreement    
agreements  
aground  
ahead           
ahoy  
aid  
ail 
ails   
aimed      
air                          
airline  
airport    
alarm   
alert    
alive                       
all                                                                     announced                         arms        
allowed       
allows  
almost  

alone        
along  
alongside        

already                
        anywhere  

alternate   
although       
always  
am             
amazing     
among           
amount        
an                                                                         approaching  
anchor     
anchored   
anchors  
ancient   
and                                                                        are                                    
angrily      
angry           
animal                       argue    
animals                                   
animal's   
ankle  
ankle-deep         
announce 

another                                                       army   
answered          
answers  

ants   
any                                    
anybody  

anything                      

apart  
apartment  
apologized  
appeared  
applauded  
apple                    
approached      
approaches  

approval  
approximately 
april  
arcata  

area                
aren’t  

argued      
argument   
arguments   
arm       
armor  

around                         
aroused  
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arrangement    
arrangements  
arrest  
arrived        
arrow  
arrows  
as                                                                      baby                                        be                                                                                     bends    
asked                                           back                                         
asks  
asleep         
association   
assure   
astound  
astounded  
at                                                                                 bailing                         beautiful                     better                  
ate        
atlantic  
attached        
attack  
attacked     
attacking   
attacks        
attained  
attempt  
attend  
attended     
attention    
attracted  
attractive         
audience         
audiences  
august  
authoritative  
auto    
average           

aware    
away                                           
awoke    
ax   
b.c.  
babies      

                       beach                    beneath            
backed     
backward  
bad             
bag          
bail  
bailed   

bait      
balance   
balanced  
balancing  
ball    
banana   
bananas       
bang    
bank    
bar   
bare     
barely    
bargain  
bargained  
barge    
barges  
bark     
barnacles  
base         
baseball  

bases   
basic     
batch  
bathtub  
batter  
battle     

beaker  
beam         
beams   
bear  
beat      
beating  

became                                    between                         
because                                                              
become                          
becomes    
becoming              
bed              
bedroom  
been                                                                 birthday     
bees  
beetles  
before                                                              bite       
began                                                                     bits           
begin  
beginning               
begins      
behave      
behaved  
behavior  
behind    
being  

believe                         
belly     
below   
belt  
bend  
bending    

bent   
berries  
bert         
bert's   
best              
bet         

beyond     
big                                     
bigger                      
biggest            
bird    
birds          

bismarck  
bit            

bitter  
black  
blades  
blank  
blanket   
blankets  
blast      
blasting     
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blazed   
blazing   
bleeding    
blew  
blindly  
blinked  
bloating  
blob  
block     
blocks     
blood         
bloop  
blow     
blowing     
blue       
blue-gray   
bluff  
blurp   
blurt  
board       
boards   
boasted   
boat                     
boats  
boat's   
bobbed   
bobber  
bobbing   
body                     
boil   
boiling   
bolder  
bonds  
bone      
bones              

bong  
book     
books      
boom    
booming  
bored  
born        
both                
bother   
bothered     
bothers  
bothersome  
bottle      
bottles  
bottom                         bright   
bought   
bounded  
bounding   
bow  
bowl  
bowling  
bowls  
bows  
bowstring  
bowstrings   
box         
boxes   
boy   
boy's  
boys    
brace  
braced  
brains     
branch        
branches           

branches      
bread  
breadfruit    
break           
breaker  
breakers  
breaking     
breath  
breathe   
breathed   
breathing   
breed 
breeze      
briefcase  

brighten  
brightened  
brighter  
bring                     
brisk              
british  
brittle  
broadly    
broil  
broke       
broken  
brontosaurs  
brother   
brothers   
brow             
brown    
bruce  
bruce's    
brushed   
bubbled   

bubbles   
bubbling  
bucket  
buckled  
buckles 
buds  
buffalo   
bugs    
build         
building                   
buildings  
built    
bullet       
bulletproof  
bullets  
bumped   
bumps   
bunch   
buoy  
buoys  
buried  
burl  
burls   
burn    
burned  
burning     
burnt  
burp  
burr   
burst   
bursts      
bus   
bushes   
business        
buster  
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busy  
but                                                                   carnivorous                                    certainly                            chewing  
butted  
butterflies  
button  
buttons  
buy           
buzzer     
by                                                                                                 cash   
cabin   
cafeteria    
cage   
california               
call                 
called                                     cause         
calling      
calm         
calmer  
calmly   
came                                                 cautioned   
campus    
can                                                                                
can’t   
cannot  
canopy       
can't                                     celebration  
cap  
capable          
caps     
car                    
care          
careful      
carefully         
caribbean  
carnivore  

carnivores  

carried        
carry    
carrying            
cars                
carved    
case     

casting  
catch          
catching  
cattle  
caught                    charged   

caused            
causes  
causing  
caution  

cave   
caved  
caves    
ceiling     
celebrate  

celsius  
celt   
centa         
centa's  
center  
center    
centimeter   
centimeters           
century    

certain      

chain      
chair         
champion  
champions  
chance      
chances  
change    
changed                 
changes        
changing    
charge          

charges  
charging   
charred     
chart  
charts  
chase    
chased   
chaser   
chaser's  
chases  
chasing    
chatted  
chattered  
cheap  
cheat  
check    
checked       
checking   
cheek  
cheered  
cheetah  

chest       

chicken's  
chief   
child                 
chimney  
chin                   
china      
chiseled   
chiseling  
choice  
choicest  
chopped   
chores  
chorus   
chose   
chowder  
christmas  
churn   
churned  
cigars  
circle  
circled   
circulation 
circus   
cities      
city  
claim 
claimed   
clapped    
class   
classes  
classroom  
clattering  
claws    
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clean           
cleaned    
cleaning  
clearly  
clerk      
clerked  
clever    
cliff       
cliffs         
climb        
climbed   
climbing  
clocked  
close              
closed        
closely  
closer  
closest     
closing  
cloth  
clothes            
clothespins  
cloud     
clouds          
cloudy   
clowning     
clue   
coals  
coast   
coat       
coated  
coats  
coconut      
coconuts   
coffee       

cold              
collapse 
collapsed   
collar  
collect    
collected    
collecting  
college   
collide  
colonies  
colony  
color     
columbus  
combination  
come                                     construct  
comes        
comfort    
comfortable    
comfortably   
coming            
comment 
commented    
comments    
company           
compare  
compared   
compass  
complain  
complained   
complaining  
completed         
complicated   
concealed   
concerned     
concluded      

concrete   
conditioner  
conditioning  
conducted     
cone    
cones  
cone's  
cone-shaped   
confused  
connected  
connecting  
consider        
consisted  
constantly   

constructed  
constructed  
constructing  
contact       
contained   
container  
containers  
containing  
contains  
content  
contest    
continent  
continue 
continued                          covering   
continues     
continuing  
control      
convention      
conventions  
convert   

cook   
cooking   
cool      
cooler    
cope  
copies   
copy   
coral   
corny   
cosmopolitan 
cost       
couches  
coughing  
could  
couldn’t     
count    
counted   
counter     
countless    
country     
county  
couple      
course            
courses  
cousin   
cove  
cover   
covered                  

cow   
cows    
crab  
crabs   
crack  
cracked   
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crackled  
craft  
crafted  
crash    
crashed   
crawling  
crazy         
crease  
create    
created   
created         
creating   
creature    
creatures     
creek   
creep  
cretaceous  
crickets  
crocodile   
crocodiles  
crocodile's    
crop  
crops    
crouch  
crouched      
crowd       
crowded       
crunch  
crunching  
crushed  
crust   
cry    
crying   
cue  
curb  

curling  
current    
currents  
custard-pie      
cut             
cutting      
daggerlike   
dakota  
damp  
danced    
dancing  
danger          
dangerous        
dangling  
dark                 
darker    
darkness    
darn  
dart  
darted    
dash  
date   
day                                                         designed       
daylights  
days                              desk   
dead                  
deadlock  
deadlocked  
deafening  
deal                  
dealt  
dean     
death                
deceptive  
decided                    device        

decision   
decisions  
deck  
deep                          
deeper    
deeply  
defend   
degree   
degrees    
delicate  
delicately  
delighted  
deliver  
delivered   
delivering    
demand   
demanded  
dense   
departed  
department   
depth     
deserve  

designs  

destroy  
destroyed   
destroys  
detect 
detector  
develop  
developed     
developing   
develops   

devices     
dialed   
did                                     
didn’t      
die  
died  
dies    
difference          
different                         
differently   
difficult  
dig               
digging       
diggings  
dignified  
ding  
dining  
dinner      
dinosaur      
dinosaurs       
dipped   
direct  
directed   
direction           
directly          
dirt       
dirty       
disagreed  
disagreement
  
disappear  
disappeared    
disapprove  
discover      
discovered    
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discovery  
disease         
disguise  
disguised   
disgustedly  
disk   
displeased    
dissatisfied  
distance               
distances   
distant  
disturb  
disturbance  
disturbed  
dive        
dived     
diver    
divers      
dives    
diving         
dizzy      
do                                                                           drier  
dock        
docked  
doctor's     
dodge   
dodging   
does                
doesn’t   
dog              
dogfish  
dogs       
doing                     
dollars  
done  

don't                                                                drops                   electricity   
door                  
doris         
doris's   
dove  
down                                                                  dubowski               else's    
downstairs  
downward    
dr          
drag     
dragged   
dragonflies  
drank  
drastic  
dream     
dreaming   
dressed       
dresser  
dressing  
drew       
dried    

drift  
drifted   
drifting  
drifts  
drink         
drinking       
drinks  
drive         
driver     
drizzly  
drop         
dropped            
dropping  

drove        
drowned  
drunk  
dry           

ducked  
dug           
dull  
dumped    
during                                                emerging   
dying          
each                                                     empty    
earlier   
early  
ears          
earth      
easier     
easily         
east        
eastern  
easy              
eat                
eaten  
eating         
eats  
edge           
edges    
effects  
egg      
eggs       
eight  
eighty       
either     
electric   

elephant    
elephantlike  
elephants        
else            

elsewhere  
embarrassing  
emerge  
emerged   

emotional  

encounter  
end                                 
endure  
enemy    
enforce  
engine        
engines  
english     
enjoy    
enlarge  
enlarger  
enough     
entered     
entertainers  
entertaining   
entire     
entirely  
equals  
equipment         
escalator  
escape   
especially     
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evaporate  
evaporating  
even                                                   experts         
evening              
evenings  
event  
events     
ever                           
every                                         
everybody                      exposed  
everyday  
everyone        
everything  
everywhere  
exactly      
exaggerate   
examine    
examined  
example             
excellent     
except   
exception  
exceptional        
exceptionally     
exchange  
exchanged  
excited      
exciting      
exclaim 
exclaimed          
expect      
expecting            
experienced         
experiencing  
experiment      

experiments       
expert     

explain        
explained                  famous   
explaining   
exploding    
explore  
exploring  

exposing  
expression      
extend  
extended    
extension  
extinct    
extreme  
eye               
eyes                           
face                      
faced        
faces         
facing     
fact                  
faded   
fail  
failing  
failure  
faint     
faintly  
fair             
fairly        
faith    
faked   
falcons  

fall            
fallen       
falling        
falter  

fan  
fans  
fan-shaped  
fantastic      
far                                 fertile   
farmer  
farther     
fascinated  
fascinating    
fast                           
faster                    
fastest   
fastest-selling 
fat    
fatter  
fattest  
fault    
faults   
favor   
fear      
feared  
feast    
feasted  
feasting  
feathers   
feats    
feed   
feeding  
feel                        
feeling           

feels     
feet                       
fell                 
felt  
female    
females  
fence  
fences   
ferns   

few                                     
fiber  
fibers   
fierce     
fifteen          
fifteenth  
fifty                   
fight           
fighters    
fighting    
figure           
figured      
figurehead 
fill     
filled                    
filler  
filling  
fin  
finally  
find                                     
finding         
fine          
finger   
fingernails  
fingers     
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finish          
finished      
fir  
fire  
fired  
fireplace  
fires        
firewood  
firm    
firmly   
first                                                               flies     
fish                  
fisher  
fishhooks  
fishing           
fist   
fists   
fit   
fitted  
five                               flooded  
five-hundredths 
five-story  
fix        
fixed      
fixing   
flag   
flags           
flail  
flailed  
flailing   
flame   
flames    
flapping  
flaps     
flared  

flashed    
flashlight  
flat         
flatter  
fleas   
flee  
flesh  
flew    
flexible  
flicking  

flight   
flights  
flinch 
flinched  
flippers   
floated   
floating  
flood   

flooding  
floor                       
florida  
flounder       
floundered   
flounders   
flowed  
flowing  
fluffy  
fluttered   
fly       
flying        
focus  
focused     
fog  

fogged   
foiled  
folder  
foliage  
follow             
followed               
following  
food                 
fool   
fooled   
fooling  
foot      
footprint   
footprints    
for                                                                         fred's  
force       
forehead       
forest          
forest's  
forests  
forever  
forget     
forgot   
forgotten  
form                  
formal  
formed         
forming          
forms      
formula  
forth     
fortunate     
fortunately    
forty        
forty-five   

forty-two  
forward            
fossil  
fossilized  
fought     
foul-tasting  
found                                   
four                                    
fourteenth   
four-tenths  
fourth      
frankle      
fred        
freddy    

free       
freed           
freeway  
freeways        
freezer   
freezers  
frequently        
fresh  
fret   
friend       
friendly  
friends   
fright   
frightened       
frightening   
from                                     
front                                  
frowned  
frozen     
fruit  
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full                 
full-grown        
full-sized   
full-time  
fun             
funny    
furnace  
furniture  
further      
furthermore         
future      
gained  
gallons  
gallop  
galloping  
game      
gap  
garage     
garfish  
gas     
gash  
gasp 
gasped  
gate   
gather   
gathered      
gauge  
gave                 
gear      
general  
generally  
generate  
gentle   
gentlemen  
gently  

germ  
germs  
get                                                               gone                  
gets          
getting                     good                            
ghost  
giant                
gigantic   
giggle  
gingko  
girl   
girls   
give                                 graduate   
given        
gives     
giving        
glad        
glance 
glanced       
glancing   
glass                   
glide  
glided  
glimpse  
glistening  
glop  
glops           
glove   
glow  
glowed  
glowing   
glub  
go                                                                grip    hamburger   
gob  
goes            

going                                                      groans  
gold                     

gong  
                          ground    

goods  
goop    
gooped  
goose   
got                                                grove  
grab     
grabbed           

grain  
grape  
grapes  
grass                 
grass-and-wood 
grasses  
grasshoppers 
grateful  
gravel   
gray       
gray-white        
grazing           
great                                                      had                                     
greed  
green                 
greeted     
grew        
greyhound  
grinder    

gripe     
griping  

grouch      
grouchier  
grouchy   

grounded  
grounds  
group   
grove       

groves   
grow                 
growing               
grown    
grows    
growths  
grubbed  
grumbling        
guard    
guess                
guinness  
gun           
guns    
gust   
gymnastics 

hadn’t  
hailed   
hair    
half                         
half-smile  
halfway   

hamburgers  
hammer   
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hammock   
hand                         
handed          
handfuls    
handing   
handle  
hands                  
handshake      
hang    
hanging   
happen       
happened                   hello        
happening          
happens            
happy             
hard                       
harder    
hardly   
harm     
harmless     
has                                             here                            
hasn’t   
hatch   
hate   
have                                                                             hesitate                          hooked       humming  
haven’t  
having         
he                                                                hidden          hooves   
head  
headed    
heading  
heads           
healthy       
hear  
heard               

heart             
heat         
heave 
heaving  
heavy  
he'd     
hee-haw  
height    
held                 
helen  
helicopter    

help                     
helped         
helps        
her                                                                hole                               how                                     
herbivore  
herbivores  
herd 
herds  

                 hollowing  
here's       
hers    
herself                           honk  

hesitation   
hey         

hide               
hides  
high                   
higher      
hill        
hills  
him                                    horns          

himself                        horse       
hind   
hippopotamus
  
hire    
hired    
his                                                                   hotel's  
history  
hit                      
hits      
hitting    
hoist  
hoisted  
hold           
holding  

holes                    
hollered    
hollow   
hollowed  

holster  
home                

hooks  
hoop  

hope           
hopes                
hoping   
hopped   
horizon   
horn     

horseback  
horses   
hot                    
hotdog  
hotel    

hotter  
hottest   
hounding  
hour  
hour's  
hours     
house            
houses     

however                         
howling  
huddled  
huge                       
hull  
hum   
human                 
humans      

hundred                         
hundreds            
hung         
hunger  
hungry  
hunt            
hunter        
hunters         
hunting      
hurry    
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hurt              
hurting   
husks  
husky   
i                                                                inflict           intended  
i’ll  
i’m  
i’ve   
ibib-rur-n-
obobub  
ice     
idea                        
idle  
if                                                                inner                               investigations  
ignited  
ignore     
i'll                                      insects  
i'm                                                inside                         
imagination   
imagine    
immediate  
immediately     
impish  
important  
impossible     
in                                                                           instance                               i've                                            juvenile  
incident 
including     
incoming  
increased    
incredible     
incurable  
indeed         
indians   
indicate   

indicates   
individual   
individuals  
infection     

inflicted  
information     
inhabit  
inhabited  
inherit  
initials  
injure   
injured      

innocent    
insect    

insider   
insisted    
inspect  
inspected  
inspecting  
inspection   
installed   

instant  
instantly       
instead                 
instinct   
instinctive    
instinctively    
instincts   
instruction  
instructor  

instruments     
insurance     
insure  
intelligent     

interest      
interested   
interesting   
international     
intersection    
into                                                                        joked         
invented        
investigation  

involved     
iron    
irritating  
is                                                                         judged  
island             
islands    
isn’t  
it                                                                        jumping     
it's                                               jumps          
its                                                    jungle  
itself      

jacobson           
jagged  
jane          
jane's         
jar   
jarred  
jars  
jar's    
jaws         

jerk   
jerked  
jerking  
job                 
jobs       
jogged    
joining   
joint  
jointly  
joke          

joker         
jokes               
jokester  
joking   
jonas    
joy  

july      
jump      
jumped            

just                                     

kangaroo  
keen      
keep                         
keeping    
kept                 
key  
keys  
kicked   
kicking  
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kill                   
killed              
killing      
kills    
kilogram    
kilograms         
kilometer     
kilometers  
kind                    
kinds      
kiss  
kitchen     
knee   
knee-deep  
knees  
knew                             laughing           
knife        
knobs   
knocked  
knot  
knots     
knotty  
know                                                           leading       
known         
knows       
kurt  
label  
laboratory       
lace   
ladder  
ladies    
laid   
lake  
land         
landed  

landing  
lanterns  
large                                                ledge  
larger              
largest  
laser                 
lasers   
last                                      length      
latch  
latches  
late               
later                        
latest    
laugh             
laughed  

law  
laws   
lay           
layer   
laying  
lead      

leads    
leak   
leaking  
leaks              
leaned  
learn        
learned  
learning    
least            
leave            
leaves      
leaving              

lecture   
led    

left  
leg        
legs                   
leisurely  

leopard   
leopards     
less                   
let                    
lets  
let's                                   litter     
letter    
letters   
level                  
leveled  
licked   
lid  
lie      
life                           
lift   
lifted   
light            
lighter  
lightning   
lights    
like                                                                        location    
liked   
limestone  
limited  
line                     
lined   
lines      

lion        
lions       
lips   
liquid  
list  
listed    
listen        
listened      
listeners  
listening         
lists   
liter  
liters  

little                                     
live                    
lived                      
lives         
living              
lizard   
lizards   
load  
loaded  
loan  
loaning  
lobby     
locate           
located   

lock  
locomotive   
locusts  
lodged  
log  
logical  
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logs  
lone  
long                                                               machines    
longer            
longest       
look                                                    maid  
looked                                                      mailed        matter         
looking                         main         
looks               
looped  
loops      
loose         
lopez  
lost         
lot                               male's  
lotion   
lots     
loud        
louder   
loudly        
lousy     
loved     
lovely  
loves               
low     
lower        
lowered    
lowest   
lub-u-glub-u-
lub   
luck      
lucky      
lumps  
lunch      
lung  

lying         
machine            

mad        
made                                                        materials              meter                  

maintain  
major       
make                                                                maybe                       might                       
makes                   
making               
male                     

males  
mammal  
mammals     
mammoth  
man                                measured           
manage  
managed    
manufacture  
many                                                   melt    
map     
maps  
marine  
mark           
marked           
markers   
marking   
mask         
mass    
masses  
mast  

matches  
mate   
mated  
material  

mathematical 

mature    
maximum  
may                                    midst  

me                                            mike  
meal  
mean               
means           
meant         
meant       
meanwhile       
measure     

measuring  
meet     
meets     

melted  
melting  
member  
members         
men                    
men's  
mermaid  
merman  
mess     
message       
messy  

met             
metal  
metals        
metasequoia  

meters                         
metric        
middle  
midget  

mike's  
mile  
miles              
milk      
millimeter     
million                  
millions       
milly                                
milly's        
mind                       
minnows     
minute     
minute's  
minutes   
missed  
mist  
mixed-up  
moaned  
moaning  
moist  
moisture   
mole  
molecules  
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moles  
moment                      mustard  
moments      
money                    myself        
monkeys   
month       
months           
more                                                                                     named                            nice            occasion   
morning  
most                                                         narrower  
mostly   
motel    
mother      
motioned  
motionless         
motor    
motto  
mound    
mounds  
mount  
mountain  
mountains           
mounted  
mouth                      
mouthpiece    
mouths    
move  
moved  
movement  
moving  
much                                                                nerve                 notice  
mud   
muddy  
muffled  
muscles     

must                                  nets     

my                                       never                            

nail  
nails   
name                                    nibbled  

narrow    

national      
natural   
naturally  
nature   
navigation  
near                                              noises  
nearby        
nearest  
nearly                   
neat  
neck         
neck-deep  
need                        
needed         
needle      
needles   
needs      
neighbor  
neighbors  
neither         

nerves   
nervous   
nervously  
net    

network   
 oaks  

new                                    object    
newspapers  
next                                                               observed          

night                         
nine      
ninety   
nitrogen  
no                                                                        ocean           
nobody               
nobody  

noisy  
none                 
nonstop  
noon               
normal   
north             
northeast  
northeasters  
northern      
nose          
not                                                                        on                                     
notebook   
notes                 
nothing              

noticed         
november  
now                                                                    only                                     
number                

nuts   
o.k              

observe     

obviously        

occasional     
occasionally               
occupation  
occurred     

o'clock       
of                                     
off                                     
office    
officer     
official     
offspring  
often                          
oh                           
old                                  
older       
oldest   
olympic  

once                
one                                     
one-fourth     
one-quarter  
ones      
onion     

onto            
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open                      
opened             
operated  
operator  
opportunity   
or                                                                paddled                       passed  
orange      
order     
ordinary   
organisms   
original      
ornithomimid   
osgood  
ostrich  
other                                                                 painted                                   paying   
others                                      
ouch  
ounce   
our                                 pancake  
ours  
out                                                                                                  pants                
outfit  
outrun  
outside          
outskirts     
oven  
over                                                                    parents               per         
overall  
overgrown  
overhead  
overtaking  
overtook  
own                      
owned  
owns         

oxygen    
pace   
paced  
pacific  
packed      

paddles  
page           
pages         
paid         
pail   
pain         
painful  
paint                

pair    
paleontologist 
pan  

panic                 

paper                            
papers      
paralyzed  
pardon   
parent       

park      
parked       
parking  
parks                 
parrot  
parrots  
part                                             period       
particular            

particularly           
partly  
partner  
parts                                    physicists         
pass                 

passes  
passing   
past                  
patches  
path          
patted     
patterns    
pay        

peaceful    
peacefully  
peaking  
peeked  
peeking  
peeled    
peeling  
peered   
peering  
pen   
people                                                              pinwheel  

perch                       
perched   
perfect     
performed      
performing  
perhaps            

person                              planned    

person's     
phony  
physicist  

physics        
pick          
picked                 
picture  
piece     
pieces         
pier   
pig   
pig's  
pigs     
pigskin  
pile              
piled      
piles     
pillow  
pilot  
pinched  
pine  
pines   
pinned   
pinpoints  

place  
placed   
places            
placing   
plain                 
plan                 
plane              
planet  
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plans               
plant                   
planted       
planting   
plants         
plaster  
plastered   
plate                   
play       
played      
playful  
playing     
pleaded   
pleasant     
pleasantly  
please           
pleasure  
plenty       
plodded  
plowing  
plumes  
plunger     
plus  
pogo-stick  
point        
pointed    
pointing       
poked  
pole        
police        
polite  
pool      
poor       
pop     
popped  

popular        
porch   
port  
posing  
position       
possible        
poster  
posters  
pouch  
pounced  
pound   
pounded      
pounding        
pouting   
power      
powerful   
practical  
practice      
practiced  
prance  
pranced  
predator    
predators           
prehistoric  
prepared   
preparing  
present           
preserved  
press  
pressed     
pressing   
pressure     
pretend      
pretended      
pretty                 

prevented  
price  
pride               
pried                 
printed  
prize    
probably                                    pull             
problem   
problems  
procedure   
procedures   
produce         
produced   
producer  
producing   
producing    
professional     
professor    
professors  
profits  
program    
programmed  
projects  
prominent  
proof               
prop          
properties  
property  
protect      
protected    
protection   
protest 
proud    
prove     
proved   

proven  
provide  
provided  
provides   
pry  
publication  

pulled                    
pulling    
pulp  
punched  
purchase   
purchased   
pure   
purse  
pushed             
pushing      
put                           
putting    
quarter   
question           
questions            
quick  
quickly                   
quiet     
quit    
quite                                     
rabbit  
rabbits       
race    
raced  
racehorse          
races     
racing   
raid  
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rail     
rain         
rains       
rainy           
raise            
raising  
ran                        
rang       
range  
rapidly        
rarely   
rate             
rather      
rattle   
raw  
rays       
razor  
razors  
reach         
reached                   regain  
reaches   
reaching   
react    
reacted    
read                  
reading           
readings       
ready                     
real                 
realize         
realized                
really                          
rear     
reason              
receive      

received         
receiving  
reconstructed 
reconstruction 
record          
recorded       
recording    
records     
red           
red-and-white   
redwood                
redwood's    
reef         
reefs   
reeled  
referred       
reflection  
refreshed  
refreshing  

related   
relax  
relaxed  
released   
remain    
remained                     reservation  
remaining     
remains   
remarkable    
remarked    
remember                    rest                   
remembered      
remembering 
remind   
reminded    

remodel  
remodeled  
remodeling  
remote    
removed        
removing  
rent   
rented    
reopened  
repair   
repaired  
repeated          
replied                        rib  
replies  
reply 
report     
reported   
reporting  
reports      
reptile   
reptiles      
required    
research      
researcher          
researchers   

reservations  
respect    
respond         
responded          

restate  
restaurant    
rested  
resting       

restless   
results     
resume 
resumed  
rethink  
retired  
return            
returned                      
returning  
revealing   
reworked  
rhinoceros                    

ribs 
rich        
rid     
ride   
ridge          
ridges  
ridiculously  
riding  
rigged   
right                                     
rights     
ringing  
rising  
risk  
road    
roads  
roamed     
roar     
roaring   
robbery     
robe   
rock                
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rocket  
roll       
rolled        
rolling      
roof     
room                             sails  
root    
roots    
rope    
rose       
rot    
rotten    
rotting  
rough  
rounded  
route  
routine    
row    
rows   
rubbed       
rubber   
rubbing    
ruffled   
rule   
ruled     
rules          
run                          
running                 
rush   
sad   
sadder  
safe    
safely   
said                                                                                   
sail           

sailboat    
sailed   
sailfish  
sailing     
sailor    

salad  
sales                  
salt   
salted  
salty     
salvage  
salvage-claim 
same                                           scraps  
sand                  
sandwich  
sandwiches   
sandy  
sang  
sapling    
saplings  
sat                    
save     
saved     
saw                         
sawdust  
sawyer  
say                               seat      
saying                
says           
scale    
scan     
scar  
scared   
scarf                  

scavengers    
scene                 
scent                 
scheduled       
school      
schools   
scientifically 
scientists         
scoop   
scow   
scramble  
scrambled     
scraped    

scratched    
scream  
screamed     
screech  
screen      
scuba  
sea                       
seafood  
search      
searched   
seashells   
seashore  
seasons   

seawater    
seaweed   
secluded   
second                     sessions   
seconds             
secret        
secretly  

section  
see                                     
seed      
seedling   
seedlings  
seedling's  
seeds        
seeing    
seem             
seemed                         
seeming  
seemingly  
seems                      
seen                       
seeped  
sell            
semicircle  
send     
sending   
sense                 
sensed    
sent         
sequoia  
sequoias  
series        
serious                   
seriously           
serve                
served  
serves  
service  

set                           
sets   
setting         
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settle     
settled     
seven                             shelter      
seventeen     
seventeen-
eighty  
seventy      
several                              shipper  
severe    
severely   
shad     
shade       
shaded    
shading   
shadow    
shadows   
shake      
shall  
shallow      
shape                          
shaped     
shapely  
shapes   
share     
shark   
shark's  
sharks   
sharp             
sharpened  
sharpener  
sharper  
sharpness  
she                                                                shoving         sink  
shed   
sheet      

shell              
shells     

shhh  
shield  
shifted  
ship           

ships  
shirley       
shirt    
shiver  
shivering  
shock  
shook                  
shoot         
shooting     
shoots    
shop           
shore           
short             
shortage  
shortly         
shorts  
shot                
should                              
shoulder             
shoulders  
shouldn't     
shout    
shouted                  single     
shoveling  

show                           
showed             

shower  
showers   
showing    
shrill  
shrink  
shuffled   
shuffling  
shut     
sick         
side                                               sixth    
sides           
side-stepped  
sidewalks   
siding   
sight     
sign       
signal     
signaled    
signs          
silenced  
silent         
silently   
silt  
silver   
similar    
simple       
simply         
since                          
sing     
singing   

single-story  

sinking  
sir  

sisters   
sit          
site  
sitting            
situation         
situations   
six                         
sixteen  
sixteenth  

sixty   
sixty-five  
size                
skeleton   
skeletons   
skid 
skidded   
skidding  
skin    
skinned  
skins    
skull       
sky          
slapped        
slaughter  
sleep          
sleeping      
slept     
slid        
slide     
sliding    
slightest  
slightly        
slime   
slip  
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slipped    
slippery   
slipping  
slither  
sloshed  
slouch  
slow               
slower   
slow-growing
   
slowly                               snowing  
slump  
small                                          soaked   
smaller                
smallest  
smart          
smashing  
smell           
smelled    
smells  
smile                   
smiled                      solving  
smiling                 
smoke              
smoked  
smoking   
smoky  
smolder   
smoldered   
smoldering   
smooth  
snack   
snail               
snake    
snaked  

snake's   
snap  
snapped   
sneak  
snickered  
sniffed    
sniffing   
snoozing   
snout      
snow           

so                                                                           spaces                          sport               

soaking  
sockets  
soft        
softly    
soil  
solution     
solve                       
solved      

some                                                                         sped                                spraying  
somebody                      speech  
somebody's   
someday  
someone          
somersaults  
something                                                   
sometime  
sometimes               
somewhere            
son  
song   
songs  

soon                  
sooner    
sore  
sorry        
sorting  
sound                         
sounded        
sounding  
sounds            
sour    
south      

spare                       
spark  
sparked  
sparkler  
sparks   
speak          
speaking    
special        
specific    
speck                   

speed               
speedboat  
speeds  
spell  
spend      
spent                       
spies     
spin  
spine   
spine-tailed  
spit    

splash   
splashed   
splashing  
splat                   
split      
splitting   
spoil  
spoke                      
sponge   
sponges   
spoons  

sports  
spot                                   
spotted       
spout    
spouted   
spouting  
sprain  
sprawl  
sprawled  
spray      

spread         
spring           
sprinted  
sprout    
sprouted    
sprouts   
spun  
spurted  
sputter  
sputtered  
spy     
square   
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squeal  
squealing  
squeezed  
squint  
squirm  
squirmed  
squirrel  
squirrels  
squirt     
squirted    
stacked    
stained  
stairs     
stalled  
stampede  
stampeding      
stand                        
standing                          stopped                 
stared          
staring         
start                               stories         
started                   storing  
starting         
startled   
starts      
starve   
starving  
state                       
stated  
station        
statue  
stay              
stayed     
steal   
steam  

steep                 
steered   
steering   
stem   
stepped      
steps      
stern   
sternly   
stick               
sticking     
sticks      
still                                     string    
stirred  
stitching  
stone                 
stood                                      stroked   
stop                     

                  strongest   
stopping     
store          

storm    
stormed  
story           
stout      
straight             
straighten    
strain    
stranded   
strange                     succeed   
strangely  
strangers    
stray   
streak        

streaming  
streams   
street          
streets       
strength         
stretch  
stretched      
strewn   
strike      
strikes   
striking    

strings  
stripe  
stripped   

strolled   

struck      
strung  
stubby       
stuck     
students      
studied         
studying      
stuff                    
stunned   
stunt               
submarine  
suburb  

successful       
such                       
sucking  
sudden    

suddenly                         
sugar   
suggest    
suggested         
suggestion  
suit  
suitable  
summarizes  
summer       
sun                         
sun-bleached 
sunburn   
sunk              
sunken        
sunlight        
sunny   
sun's                
suntan  
super                  
supper   
supplies   
supply   
supplycrowded  
supposed            
sure                                   
surface                 
surfacing  
surfboard     
surfer       
surfing   
surge   
surpass  
surprise    
surprised  
surround   
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surrounded   
surrounding     
surroundings 
survival      
survive                
survived        
surviving    
suspect    
suspended  
swam                      
swamp  
swamps  
swayed     
swell   
swelled  
swept       
swift                
swim                   
swimmer  
swimming              
swing  
swirl  
swirled     
swirling  
swishing  
switch  
switched  
swooning  
swooped  
swung   
table                   
tackle  
tackled  
tagged   
tail               

take                                                 temperature      
taken       
takes         
taking          
talk                           
talked            
talking                    terrible          
tall                    
taller      
tallest        
tangled  
tangles  
tank     
tanks      
target       
tarp  
tasted  
tastes  
taught    
taut  
teach    
teacher  
teachers     
teaching  
tear                
tearing  
tears                 
teeming  
teeth                       
tekla         
tekla's       
telephone        
television           
tell                            
telling        

ten                        
tennis   
tenth  
termites     
terrance  

territory  
texas  
than                                                                         those                                      
thanks      
that                                                                        thought                         
that's                                      thoughtfully   
the                                                                         thousand                    
their                                                                       thousands                  
them                                                                        thrash   
themselves                 
then                                                                        thrashing  
there                                                                        thread  
therefore      
there's               
these                                                                throat      
they                                                                        through                         
they'll       
they're            
they've  
thick                      
thicker  
thin       
thing                                         
things                                                      ticket    
think                                                          tickets   
thinking                    tickled  
third                           
thirst  

thirsty     
thirteen  
thirty                
thirty-five          
thirty-five-story 
thirty-six  
this                                     
thorns  
thorough    

though               

thrashed     

three                                    
threw        

throughout     
throw  
throwing    
thrown    
thumb  
thumbed   
thundered         

tide   
tied         
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tightly   
tiller    
tilted  
timbers  
time                                                                                tottered  
timer   
times                                             touched     
tingly  
tiny               
tip          
tips  
tired              
title    
titled  
to                                                                                                                      true                  type        
toast   
toasted  
today                         
today's     
toe    
together                  train                
told                                               trample 
tom  
tomorrow         
ton     
tongue    
tons        
too                                            travel   
took                                        treacherous  
tools       
toothpick  
toothpicks   
top                           
topics   
toppled  

tops     
torch  
tore    
tossed         

touch   

tough   
toward                           
towering  
towers  
towing  
town                
track   
tracks   
trade      
traded   
trading  
traffic    
trail                

trampled   
transform  
transforming 
trapped   
traps    

treasure   
treat                 
treated      
tree                 
trees                          
treetop  

trembling  
tremendous    
tri  
triceratops            
tricks    
tried                                             twenty-four  
trigger  
trimming  
trip       
tripped  
trot   
trouble               
truck            
trucks    

trunk       
trunks    
try                     
trying                                    tyrannosaurs    
tubes             
tug    
tugboat  
tugged  
tumbled  
tuna            
tunas  
tunnel 
tunnels  
turkey  
turn                        
turned                                        undergraduates 
turning       
turns   
tusks   
twain  

twelve      
twentieth  
twenty                        
twenty-eight    
twenty-five       

twenty-one  
twenty-story  
twice                            
twinkle  
twirled  
two                                     
two-story  
tying  

types          
tyrannosaur         
tyrannosaur's    

ugh  
ugly      
unafraid  
unbearable  
unbelievable     
unbelievably     
uncertainly  
uncle  
under                                 
undercover  
undergraduate 

underground   
understand                 
understood       
underwater        
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uneventful  
unexpectedly  
unexplainable  
unfailingly   
unfair  
unfaithfully   
unfortunate   
unfortunately         
unhappy  
unison   
university            
unk    
unknown   
unless             
unlike       
unlikely  
unlimited  
unstable   
unsteady  
unsuccessful   
until                                               visitors   
unto  
unusual         
unusually          
up                                                                                  vote              waste  
upper    
upstairs  
urge    
us                         
use                           
used                            
ushers  
using               
usual     
usually                 

vacation  
valleys  
valve    
variety  
veered  
vegetable  
vegetation          
venture  
verses  
very                                                                wall                                                  weather           
vessels  
vice  
vice-president 
viciously  
vine  
vines       
violent  
virginia  
visible       
vision   

voice                              washed  
voiced  
volts                

voted  
votes               
waddle  
waddled   
waddling  
waded  
wading   
wag  
wail 
wailed   

wailing   
waist                 
waist-deep  
wait                
waited                
waiting              
walk                            
walked                                  weakened    
walking          

walls        
want                                                     wedged  
wanted                    weeds   
warm                            
warmer           
warmth   
warn                
warned    
warning   
was                                                                        well                                    
wash     

washington    
wasn't                               we're                       

wasted   
wasting   
watch             
watched         
watches   
watching       
water                                                  whatever    
watermelon  
wave                     
waved        

waves                     
waving    
way                                     
ways            
we                                    
we’re   
weak                 

wearing      

weave  

week                        
weeks       
weigh      
weighed          
weighs    
weight       

we'll                             
went                                     
were                                     

weren't        
west    
wet         
we've                         
whale    
what                                     
what’s  

what's              
wheat  
wheeling  
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when                                                                 wiped                                                       would                                                                                     you're                            
where                                                                wiping  
whether         
which                                                  wished       
which  
while                                           wispy               
whipped  
whisper  
whispered  
whistled      
white                           
whitecaps  
white-hot  
who                                                                woman's               yard   
whole         
who's               
why                                wonder    
wide      
wiggle   
wiggled  
wild         
wilder  
wildly   
will                                                                wore                      yep   
win     
wind            
window            
windows    
winds    
windstorm   
windy  
wing  
wink    
winner  
winter        

wish          

wishing  

with                                                                                                wrist                        zero  
within                      
without                        written    
wobbly  
woke     
wolf  
woman                                           yanked  

women            
won’t  

wondered  
wonderful   
won't                                       yell   
wood            
woods  
words           

work                                                       yes                      
worked                       yesterday   
workers  
working                
workroom  
world                        
world's   
worm                 
worry           
worse     
worth             

wouldn't                   yours    
wound       
wounded      
wounds     
wow     

writing    

wrong              
wrote       
wyoming  

yarn  
yawned   
year                                 
years                                        
year's  

yelled                       
yelling    
yellow            

yesterday's   
yet            
yippee  
york          
you                                                                        
you'll               
young                        
younger    
your                                                                 

yourself        
you've        
zagged  
zagging  

zigged  
zigging  
zinc    
zip   
zipped  


